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Abstract Biopharmaceuticals such as antibodies are

produced in cultivated mammalian cells, which must be

monitored to comply with good manufacturing practice.

We, therefore, developed a fully automated system com-

prising a specific exhaust gas analyzer, inline analytics and

a corresponding algorithm to precisely determine the

oxygen uptake rate, carbon dioxide evolution rate, carbon

dioxide transfer rate, transfer quotient and respiratory

quotient without interrupting the ongoing cultivation, in

order to assess its reproducibility. The system was verified

using chemical simulation experiments and was able to

measure the respiratory activity of hybridoma cells and

DG44 cells (derived from Chinese hamster ovary cells)

with satisfactory results at a minimum viable cell density of

*2.0 9 105 cells ml-1. The system was suitable for both

batch and fed-batch cultivations in bubble-aerated and

membrane-aerated reactors, with and without the control of

pH and dissolved oxygen.

Keywords Batch-to-batch reproducibility �
Bicarbonate-buffered media � Carbon dioxide

evolution rate � Mammalian cells � Monitoring �
Oxygen uptake rate

Abbreviations

aco2
Activity of carbon dioxide (–)

aHþ Activity of hydrogen ion (–)

aHCO�3
Activity of hydrogen carbonate (–)

CER Carbon dioxide evolution rate (mol l-1

h-1)

ci Molar concentration of an ion (mol l-1)

cCO2;0 Saturation concentration of carbon dioxide

at the boundary layer of the gas phase

(mol l-1)

cCO2;g Molar concentration of carbon dioxide in

the gas phase (mol l-1)

cCO2;l Molar concentration of carbon dioxide in

the liquid phase (mol l-1)

cHCO�3
Molar concentration of hydrogen carbonate

(mol l-1)

cIC Total molar concentration of inorganic

carbon (mol l-1)

cIC;t1 Molar concentration of inorganic carbon at

time one (mol l-1)

cIC;t2 Molar concentration of inorganic carbon at

time two (mol l-1)

CT Total carbon dioxide transfer (mol l-1)

CTR Carbon dioxide transfer rate (mol l-1 h-1)

c* Saturation concentration of carbon dioxide

(mol l-1)
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dcIC

dt

Variation of inorganic carbon concentration

in one period (mol l-1 h-1)

HCO2
Henry constant for carbon dioxide (mol l-1

bar-1)

I Ionic strength (mol l-1)

kLaCO2
Volume-specific carbon dioxide mass

transfer coefficient (h-1)

KS Mass action constant (mol l-1)

OTR Oxygen transfer rate (mol l-1 h-1)

OUR Oxygen uptake rate (mol l-1 h-1)

pambient Ambient pressure (bar)

pCO2;Ferm Partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the

liquid phase of the bioreactor (bar)

RQ Respiratory quotient (–)

T Temperature (K)

T1headspace Time delay caused by headspace of the

bioreactor (h)

TQ Transfer quotient (–)

t Time (h)

tP Process time (h)

s Delay time (h)

Vculturevolume Culture volume in the bioreactor (l)
_Vinlet;gas Inlet gas flow rate (l h-1)

Vm Molar gas volume (mol l-1)

xCO2;in Molar fraction of carbon dioxide in the inlet

gas (%)

xCO2;out Molar fraction of carbon dioxide in the off-

gas (%)

xO2;in Molar fraction of oxygen in the inlet gas

(%)

xO2;out Molar fraction of oxygen in the off-gas (%)

xO2;out;averaged Average molar fraction of oxygen in the

off-gas (%)

XPT1;n Value of time point n (depends on step

response)

XPT1;n�1 Value of time point n-1 (depends on step

response)

Xstep Current value of step response (depends on

step response)

dHCO�3
Activity coefficient of hydrogen carbonate

(–)

n Flow rate correction factor (–)

Introduction

One of the key requirements of both good manufacturing

practice (GMP) and the FDA process analytical technology

(PAT) initiative is to ensure the consistent quality of gly-

cosylated biopharmaceutical proteins such as antibodies

and the robustness of the production process [11]. Bio-

pharmaceutical manufacturing processes must therefore

achieve sufficient batch-to-batch reproducibility to meet

these needs, which requires careful monitoring of mam-

malian cell culture processes [1, 17, 28]. Three different

methods are available for this purpose:

First, the production processes can be monitored off-

line/at-line, also known as ex situ analysis. Here, a sample

is removed from the bioreactor and analyzed separately,

which allows the measurement of a large number of

parameters although with a residual risk of bioprocess

contamination and no possibility of automated feedback

control for fed-batch cultivations.

Second, the production processes can be monitored

online/inline, also known as in situ analysis. In this case, a

measuring device such as an electrode is inserted directly

into the liquid phase of the bioreactor, either within the

bioreactor vessel or in a separate chamber with access via

bypass. Thereby taking a sample is advantageously not

necessary so the contamination risk is decreased. Further-

more, the analysis is carried out in real time whereby data

can be used not only to monitor the cultivation but also to

achieve feedback control. However, only a small number

of parameters can be measured.

Finally, production processes can be monitored using

non-invasive methods to observe the oxygen and carbon

dioxide concentrations in the inlet gas and off-gas (exhaust

gas) stream outside the sterile barrier, e.g., mass spec-

trometry, gas chromatography or typical exhaust gas ana-

lysis [2, 8, 12, 19, 20]. This technique provides the ability

to determine the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) and the carbon

dioxide evolution rate (CER) without interrupting the

ongoing process. Non-invasive monitoring can be effective

if the properties of the experimental setup discussed below

are taken into account:

Mammalian cells have a low respiratory activity which

means that differences between the inlet gas and off-gas

concentrations are small and difficult to measure [18, 20].

Highly sensitive O2 and CO2 detectors are therefore

required with an accurate signal-to-noise ratio [12].

Moreover it is necessary to consider the headspace, which

introduces a delay in the off-gas stream. Hence, the inlet gas

concentration cannot be compared to the off-gas stream

without the regard of a defined correction factor [7]. If this

time lag is neglected, the OUR, CER and carbon dioxide

transfer rate (CTR) cannot be estimated. Without consider-

ing the time lag also the volume-specific mass transfer

coefficient (kLa) cannot be determined from the exhaust gas

analyzer data, which is necessary to calculate the CER.

Another challenge is related to sodium bicarbonate

(NaHCO3) containing medium that is usually used in

mammalian cell culture. When lactic acid is produced by

the cells, protons are released into the liquid phase of the

bioreactor by dissociation, which directly affects the car-

bonate system as shown in Eq. 1.
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CO2 + H2O �H2CO3�HCO�3 + Hþ�2Hþ + CO2�

3 ð1Þ

Under working conditions, the simplified reaction

scheme shown below can be used because in the normal

cultivation pH range (6.9–7.5), the amount of carbonic acid

and carbonate in the liquid phase is negligible [8, 12].

CO2 þ H2O �HCO�3 + Hþ ð2Þ

Nevertheless, buffer-released CO2 is stripped out into

the bioreactor headspace and is measured along with the

respiratory CO2 in the exhaust gas. For this reason it is

impossible to distinguish between biologically produced

and buffer-released CO2 by non-invasive analysis without

an algorithm to correct for the presence of bicarbonate in

the medium [3, 8, 12, 19, 20]. But due to the fact that

NaHCO3 is required as a substrate abdication of

bicarbonate has a detrimental impact on the cells

behavior and performance. In addition, the absence of

this substrate also affects the osmolality of the medium [8].

To address these mentioned challenges, we developed

an automated measurement system that allows mamma-

lian cell cultures to be monitored in real time by com-

bining inline and non-invasive analysis. This new system

is compatible with different cultivation modes and bio-

reactor types and provides a practical approach to

monitor bio-manufacturing processes using mammalian

cells.

Materials and methods

Cells and media

The IgG-secreting mouse–mouse hybridoma cell line CF-

10H5 (German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell

Culture, DSMZ) was cultured in DMEM/Ham’s F12 (2:1)

powder medium supplemented with 6 mM glutamine,

28.6 mM NaHCO3, 3 mM HEPES, 16 mM glucose and

1 % (v/v) fetal calf serum. The Chinese hamster ovary

(CHO) derived cell line DG44 was cultured in commercial

Lonza AG PowerCHO2 and Lonza AG ProCHO4 media,

with Lonza AG Power Feed A included as a feeding

solution. The DG44 cell line was previously transfected to

produce a recombinant antibody and adapted to grow in

suspension by Anne Peuscher (Fraunhofer IME, Aachen,

Germany). The cells were transferred to T25 flasks after

thawing, passaged in T75 flasks and maintained in spinner

flasks in a humidified incubator at 37 �C with a 5 % CO2

atmosphere. A 300-ml pre-culture volume was used

to inoculate the bioreactor with a cell density of

1.5–2.5 9 105 viable cells ml-1. No antibiotics were used

in any of the experiments.

Bioreactor

Batch and fed-batch processes were carried out in a 2.5-l

stirred tank bioreactor with a working volume of 1.8 l. Fed-

batch processes had thereby an initial volume of 0.8 l. The

vessel was equipped with a double jacket to maintain the

process at 37 �C and an exhaust gas cooling system (Bio-

stat A, Sartorius-Stedim Biotech). The culture was stirred

at 150 rpm using two dual-blade paddle stirrers. The inlet

gas flow rate was maintained at 3.6 l h-1 (0.033 vvm).

With the exception of one bubble-aerated culture, the

bioreactor was aerated using a 5-m silicone membrane tube

with an internal diameter of 4 mm and an external diameter

of 5 mm, which was fully submerged in the culture med-

ium. The silicone tube ended in the headspace of the fer-

menter as described by Ducommun et al. [10]. The pH of

the medium was measured using a glass electrode

(Steamline, SI-Analytics) with a resolution of 0.001

between measuring points (not the absolute resolution).

The dissolved oxygen (DO) was determined using an

optical probe (VisiFerm DO, Hamilton GmbH) and the

temperature was observed and controlled with a standard Pt

100 temperature sensor. Cultivation processes were estab-

lished with and without pH and DO control. In case of non-

controlled cultivations, the inlet flow comprised a 19:76:5

mixture of O2, N2 and CO2. During a pH- and DO-con-

trolled process the pH was maintained at 7.2 by CO2

addition/minimization (PI element) and the addition of

0.5 M NaOH (P element). The dissolved oxygen was

maintained at 35 % air saturation (PI element). The data

were collected by LabVision� (HiTec Zang GmbH) and

graphical presentation was prepared using Excel 2010.

HiSenseTM measurement system

The measurement system (HiSenseTM with corresponding

algorithm, which is commercially available) was developed

in collaboration with HiTec Zang GmbH.

To meet the requirements of mammalian cell cultiva-

tions, the analyzer comprised two sensors each for oxygen

and CO2. The gas stream was multiplexed, so one probe

measured the concentration in both the inlet gas and the

off-gas stream, thus minimizing the impact of drift on the

results. The differential measurement ensured that even

calibration faults had no decisive impact on performance.

The oxygen concentration was determined using a solid

electrolyte sensor (ZrO2) in prototype I and a paramagnetic

sensor in prototype II (Table 1). Thereby the sensors differ

only in there technical way of measuring O2 not affecting

the realized OTR/OUR results. The CO2 concentration was

determined using a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) sensor

in both analyzers.
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After compensation for humidity and pressure, the dif-

ferential measurement had a resolution of *0.005 vol %.

The analyzer (with internal H2O drying system) was con-

nected to the bioreactor behind the exhaust gas cooling

system via low-permeability polyether ether ketone

(PEEK) gas tubes (CS Chromatography GmbH) with small

internal diameters (0.75 mm) to limit the dead volume [12,

29]. A measuring value was recorded at 8-min intervals.

Analytical methods

Culture samples (8–9 ml) were taken once or twice daily

for off-line analysis. Viable cell concentrations were

determined by hemocytometer (Marienfeld) counts with

Erythrosin B and Casy�TT.

Feeding strategy of the fed-batch process

Feeding during the fed-batch process depended on the

availability of glucose in the cell suspension. Assuming

that lactic acid was produced when glucose was available

in excess, feeding was only valid when NaOH, provided for

pH maintenance, was not required. If lactic acid was pro-

duced, NaOH was needed to maintain the pH and feeding

was withheld, whereas nutrients were provided if NaOH

was not required [16]. Therefore, this mechanism was

programmed in LabVision� using the following relation-

ship (Fig. 1).

Theoretical aspects and mathematical algorithm

During cultivation, mammalian cells consume oxygen and

produce carbon dioxide at rates known as oxygen uptake

rate (OUR) and carbon dioxide evolution rate (CER). The

OUR can easily be determined with an exhaust gas analyzer

using a global mass balance, if the headspace of the bio-

reactor is compared to an accumulator of the first order.

Therefore, we used a simplified assumption to deal with this

difficulty. A time-discrete PT1 element, which is normally

used in digital signal processing [24], was applied the first

time to model the step response of the off-gas value (Eq. 3)

in the mathematical algorithm of our new analytical system.

Xstep¼
s
Dt
þ 1

� �
� XPT1;n �

s
Dt
� XPT1;n�1 ð3Þ

The equation above can be rearranged to approximately

reconstruct the original step response for O2 concentration

(analog signal processing for CO2) in the bioreactor

headspace and thus in the off-gas vent line (Eq. 4)

xO2;out ¼
T1headspace

Dt
þ 1

� �
� xO2;out;averaged �

T1headspace

Dt

� xO2;out;averaged�1

ð4Þ

Subsequently, the inlet and off-gas concentrations of O2

are used to determine the oxygen transfer rate (OTR) in

Eq. 5. Under steady-state conditions, the OTR is equal to

the OUR [12, 23].

OTR =
_Vinletgas

Vm � Vculturevolume

� xO2;in � n � xO2;out

� �
ð5Þ

n¼ 100�xO2;in � xCO2;in

100�xO2;out � xCO2;out

ð6Þ

Compared to OUR, CER is not as simple to calculate

because of the presence of NaHCO3, which means that the

CER is not equivalent to CTR. Nevertheless, the CTR is

required to calculate the CER by considering quantitative

changes in the inorganic carbon pool over time (dIC/dt) as

previously described by Neeleman et al. [19].

CTR =
_Vinletgas

Vm � Vculturevolume

� xCO2;out � n� xCO2;in

� �
ð7Þ

Fig. 1 Feeding strategy. The OUR value obtained from the analyzer

was used for feed control. Assuming that six oxygen molecules were

necessary for oxidative metabolism of one glucose molecule resulting

in 50 % biomass formation out of this molecule, 33 % of the OUR

value were continuously fed as feed solution if pumping was valid

Table 1 Technical characteristics of the used sensors

Gas Sensor Range

(vol %)

Uncertainty

(vol %)

Resolution

(vol %)

Oxygen ZnO2 0–30 1 0.02

30–100

Oxygen Paramagnetic 0–100 1 0.02

Carbon dioxide NDIR 0–20 0.5 0.05
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CER ¼ CTR� dcIC

dt

ð8Þ

dIC

dt

¼ cIC;t2 � cIC;t1

t2 � t1
ð9Þ

The total concentration of inorganic carbon cIC

comprises the bicarbonate fraction cHCO�3
, the CO2

fraction in the liquid phase cCO2;l and in the gas phase

cCO2;g where the activity of bicarbonate (aHCO�3
) is derived

using the modified law of mass action:

cIC ¼ cHCO�3
þ cCO2;l þ cCO2;g ð10Þ

cHCO�3
¼

aHCO�3

dHCO�3

ð11Þ

aHCO�3
¼KS � aCO2

aHþ
ð12Þ

The activity of CO2 aCO2
¼ 1ð Þ is therefore also equal to

cCO2;l in the liquid phase. The following context allows the

calculation of aCO2
:

aCO2
= HCO2

� pCO2;Ferm ð13Þ

where the Henry constant (H) is corrected for both

temperature and substance as described by Binder et al.

[5] and Deckwer and Schumpe [9]

cCO2;l¼
CTR

kLaCO2

þ cCO2;0 ð14Þ

With the help of a modified CTR equation including the

kLa of CO2 and global mass balancing, it is possible to

estimate the saturation concentration of CO2 at the

boundary layer of the gas phase cCO2;0

� �
, which allows

the partial pressure in the liquid phase (pCO2,Ferm) to be

estimated based on the correlation between the CO2

concentration and the partial pressure.

The individual activity coefficient of bicarbonate

(dHCO�3
) can be determined as described by Davis [27].

The CO2 concentration in the gas phase was estimated

using the following equation:

cCO2;g¼
xCO2;out

100� Vm � Vculturevolume

ð15Þ

If these calculations are applied, then it is possible to

calculate the transfer quotient (TQ) [22] and the respiratory

quotient (RQ) shown in Eqs. 16 and 17 [2, 8, 12, 13, 19]

TQ =
CTR

OTR
ð16Þ

RQ ¼ CER

OUR
ð17Þ

The off-gas analyzer features an additional drying

system within the analyzer to remove residual water from

the exhaust gas stream beyond the gas cooling system.

Therefore, water is not considered in the equations

presented above. The raw data were averaged over 30

values to avoid the dispersion of values and to reduce the

noise.

Verification of the exhaust gas analyzer

and determination of the volume-specific mass transfer

coefficient for CO2

Verification was carried out using a cell-free bioreactor

containing standard DMEM/Ham’s F12 medium and

0.125 M citric acid, which does not damage steal and has a

97 % degree of dissociation [7]. The citric acid solution

was pumped into the bioreactor at 0.96 ml h-1 for nearly

11 h. The anticipated CTR was 2 9 10-4 mol l-1 h-1, and

the OTR and CER were expected to be zero.

The volume-specific mass transfer coefficient for CO2

was also estimated in this experiment. The bioreactor

contained two different aeration systems corresponding to

gassing through the membrane into the bioreactor. The

first was surface aeration, which takes place between the

gas phase (headspace) and the liquid phase (medium or

cell suspension) whereas the second was characterized

through the transfer of gas across the membrane system

[15]. Therefore, two different volume-specific transfer

coefficients exist, one for surface aeration which can be

estimated by using the well-known gassing out/gassing in

method and one for the membrane system, which so far is

only measurable using simulations [15]. For this reason,

we established a new and very useful experimental pro-

cedure using our novel exhaust gas analyzing system with

associated mathematical algorithm to balance the global

mass transfer, introducing an all over mass transfer

coefficient.

For this purpose, the liquid phase was aerated with a

defined gas mixture until steady-state conditions were

abandoned. Afterwards the CO2 transfer was stopped. The

decreasing CO2 concentrations were monitored and used

for balancing

CT = CTR� tP ð18Þ

The CTR values were included to determine the overall

transferred CO2 (CT) at each process time interval. Then,

the CTR values were averaged to avoid fluctuations.

CTnþ1 = CTnþ
CTR1 þ CTR2

2

� �
� t2 � t1ð Þ ð19Þ

The overall transferred CO2 concentration CTnþ1 was

subtracted from the inorganic carbon concentration at the

beginning of the cultivation cIC;0, because this CO2 had left

the liquid phase

cIC¼cIC;0 � CTnþ1 ð20Þ
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The current inorganic carbon concentration in the liquid

phase cAC;lwas calculated by subtracting the CO2

concentration in the bioreactor gas phase cCO2;g.

cAC;l¼cAC � cCO2;g ð21Þ

In the next step, the law of mass action was used to

determine the ratio of CO2 to bicarbonate.

Hþ½ �
KS

¼ CO2½ �
HCO�3
� 	 ð22Þ

This proportion was subsequently normalized and

multiplied by the amount of inorganic carbon in the

liquid phase.

cCO2;l

cIC;l
¼

CO2½ �
HCO

�
3½ �

1þ CO2½ �
HCO

�
3½ �

ð23Þ

cCO2;l¼
cCO2;l

cIC;l
� cIC;l ð24Þ

Then, the temperature-corrected and substance-corrected

Henry constant ðHSÞ and the ambient pressure ðpambientÞ
were used to calculate the saturation concentration of

CO2 (c�). The saturation concentration of the gas phase

depended on the bioreactor off-gas concentration xCO2;out:

c� ¼ xCO2;out

100
� pambient

100
� HS ð25Þ

In the last step, the overall mass transfer coefficient kLa

for CO2 was estimated using the following equation:

dcL

dt

¼kLaCO2
� cCO2;l � c�
� �

ð26Þ

This allowed the overall mass transfer coefficient for

CO2 to approximately be determined.

The global mass transfer balancing offered a kLa of

oxygen of *4.9 h-1 in DMEM/Ham’s F-12 medium and

of *4.3 h-1 in ProCHO4 medium. The kLa of CO2 was

*2.0 h-1 in DMEM/Ham’s F-12 medium and *2.1 h-1

in ProCHO4 medium.

Results and discussion

Verification

A series of chemical verification experiments was carried

out to check the system and the corresponding algorithm. A

representative example is shown in Fig. 2.

Prior to the addition of citric acid, steady-state condi-

tions were achieved as usual for mammalian cell cultiva-

tions. The added citric acid caused the pH to fall,

increasing the CTR to a maximum of 2 9 10-4

mol l-1 h-1, thus the anticipated value was achieved

reproducibly. All the time, no dispersion in the averaged

CTR signal was observed although the CO2 sensor worked

at its minimum resolution. In contrast to the CTR, the OUR

(identical to the OTR) and CER remained at approximately

zero throughout the experiment, as expected based on a

similar experiment carried out by Sperandio [26]. The

algorithm correctly attributed the CO2 to the buffer, but the

experiment also showed that the amplitude of noise in the

CER signal was *0.8 9 104 mol l-1 h-1 in chemical

simulation experiments. The CER values, therefore, had to

be larger than this amplitude to distinguish between noise

and a real CER signal caused by respiration of the cells.

Accordingly, the quality of the CER value depended on the

quality of the pH electrode, because pH was one of the

main parameters characterizing the CER.

Fig. 2 Verification experiments. Data were obtained by adding citric

acid to a cell-free bioreactor containing DMEM/Ham’s F12 medium

under cultivation conditions. a During the addition of citric acid, the

CTR value increased as expected. OUR and CER curves remained

near zero as expected. b For validation, a YSI 8500 electrode in the

bioreactor recorded similar values to our new analyzer and its

associated algorithm
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For comparison, a DCO2 electrode (YSI 8500, Yellow

Springs Instruments) was embedded in the bioreactor

during these experiments, providing comparable values to

our measuring system. The delay in acquiring the values

was caused by averaging. In contrast, the probes on our

analyzer were more sensitive than the YSI 8500 electrode,

which offered a resolution of 0.5 % [21]. For this reason,

an additional DCO2 electrode for inline estimation of the

CO2 concentration in the liquid phase was unnecessary.

This experiment also verified the presented method used

to calculate the overall mass transfer coefficient of CO2.

Therefore, the equilibrium CTR, the Henry constant, the

ambient pressure, the CO2 concentration in the gas phase

(measured and calculated with our analytical system) and

the CO2 concentration in the liquid phase (measured with

YSI 8500) were used to calculate kLaCO2
. The result of this

evaluation (kLaCO2
*2.0 h-1, Fig. 3) agreed with the value

determined by global mass balancing indicating that our

established calculation method is suitable and accurate.

Hybridoma cultivations

First of all, a hybridoma cell cultivation without pH and

DO control is presented (Fig. 4). The CER and OUR values

differed significantly in the first half of the process because

of CO2 release from the bicarbonate [12]. The CER, OUR

and CTR increased until the culture reached its minimum

pH (6.9), which indeed did not correlate with a glutamine

or a glucose limitation. Both substrates were still available.

Then the CER, OUR and CTR values decreased as the pH

in the medium increased. Also the lactate concentration/

Fig. 3 Estimation of the overall transfer coefficient in DMEM

medium. The overall transfer coefficient of carbon dioxide was

estimated using the graph and equations as shown

Fig. 4 Hybridoma batch cultivation without pH and DO control. The

hybridoma cells were cultivated in DMEM/Ham’s F12 medium

containing 1 % FCS. The pH and DO were not controlled during this

experiment because the data were used to characterize the cell line.

a Curve progression for pH and DO. b Curve progression for OUR,

CER, CTR, TQ and RQ. c Curve progression for metabolites
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formation seems not to be responsible for this phenomenon

because a constant lactate concentration was determined at

this time point. Although the viable cell density was still

increasing the values of the OUR were already decreasing,

which probably means a change in metabolism should have

taken place. Thereby the curve progression of the OUR

agreed with mass spectrometry data reported by Behrendt

[4]. A relation between the OUR profile and the viable cell

density was not observed.

The RQ hovered between 1.0 and 2.0 for the first 20 h

then stabilized at approximately 1.0 until the pH began to

increase, whereupon it decreased to *0.93 and later on to

*0.88. No correlation between substrate consumption/

product formation and the RQ value could be seen.

Therefore, changes in the RQ values seem to correlate

rather with the changes in the gradient of the courses

(mathematical phenomenon) than with changes in

metabolism.

During the hybridoma cultivation with controlled pH

and DO (Fig. 5), pH control was achieved by minimizing

the CO2 concentration in the feed gas stream for the first

52 h. Thereafter pH control was realized by adding NaOH.

With the beginning of base addition, the CTR decreased

until it equalled the CER (TQ = RQ) because no more

protons reached the NaHCO3 buffer to promote the release

of CO2 [2]. By 65 h, pH control was again exercised by

regulating the CO2 concentration in the feed gas stream.

Although glutamine was available in excess (in comparison

to glucose concentration) the curve progressions of OUR,

CER and accordingly the RQ were comparable to the

values of the previous cultivation (without pH and DO

control). In general, the signal-to-noise ratio of the CER

was quite satisfactory with regard to the technical com-

plexity of this cultivation. During the first few hours more

scattered measuring values occured reflecting low respira-

tory activity of the cells and CO2 addition/minimization in

Fig. 5 Hybridoma batch cultivation with constant pH and DO.

Hybridoma cells were cultivated in DMEM/Ham’s F12 medium

containing 1 % FCS. The pH and DO were controlled during this

experiment. CO2 and NaOH were used do keep the pH at a preset

value. a Course of the CO2 concentration in the inlet and off-gas

streams. b Addition of NaOH during the fermentation. c Curve

progression for OUR, CER, CTR, TQ and RQ. d Curve progression

for metabolites
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the feed gas stream to maintain the pH at its set point.

Furthermore, a high CO2 level was needed for pH control

resulting in more scattered data. This was caused by the

photometric working NDIR sensor which is more sensitive

in the lower part (low CO2 concentrations) of the mea-

suring range than in the upper part (high CO2 concentra-

tions). In contrast to previous reports [2], the use of a

mathematical algorithm allowed in-process monitoring not

only when the pH was controlled by adding NaOH but also

when it was controlled by CO2 in the inlet gas, which is

more suitable for applications in industrial processes.

DG44 cultivations

Two types of DG44 cell cultivations (without pH and DO

control in PowerCHO2 medium without glutamine

supplementation) were established, which were identical

apart from the aeration system (Fig. 6). Membrane aeration

was used in the first process, whereas a ring sparger was

embedded in the bioreactor during the second process

(bubble aeration) to represent industrial applications.

The curve progressions of OUR, CER and RQ were very

similar with the exception of slightly different RQ values at

the beginning and more scattered measuring values in the

CER signal of the membrane-aerated cultivation. The

slightly different RQ values during process hour 1–20 are

caused by the differences in the aeration system (mem-

brane aeration and ring sparger). The more scattered

measuring values of the membrane-aerated cultivation,

however, are the consequences of suboptimal working pH

electrode in evidence causing the dispersion of the CER

signal.

Fig. 6 Comparison of aeration by membrane and ring sparger in

batch cultivations of DG44 cells. The cells were cultivated in

PowerCHO2 medium. The pH and DO were not controlled. a Curve

progression for OUR, CER, CTR, TQ and RQ during the membrane-

aerated cultivation. b Course of metabolites during the membrane-

aerated cultivation. c Curve progression for OUR, CER, CTR, TQ and

RQ during the ring sparger-aerated cultivation. d Curve progression

for metabolites during the ring sparger-aerated cultivation (one

measurement value missing)
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With regard to the off-line data both processes were

quite comparable. The slightly lower viable cell concen-

tration could thereby probably be caused by the bubble

aeration during this cultivation. Nevertheless, the results

obtained in both batch processes were very satisfying.

Another DG44 batch cultivation was performed in

ProCHO4 medium (with glutamine supplementation)

without pH and DO as well (Fig. 7). There the courses of

OUR, CTR, CER differ remarkably in comparison to the

other cultivations in PowerCHO2 medium, whereby the

OUR profile was similar to the profile determined by mass

spectrometry in experiments described by Haas [16].

Furthermore, also the curve progressions of the off-line

measurements differ related to substrate consumption and

by-product/biomass formation. In contrast to that, the RQ

and TQ profiles of this batch culture were very comparable

to those of the above shown cultivations. This leads to the

assumption that the RQ is unsuitable for the detection of

differences in the culture conditions or the cells

performances as previously suggested by Goudar [13] and

Sieblist [25]. Nevertheless, an assessment of the cultures

behavior is possible in comparing the respiratory activity

data (OUR and CER). Changes in the culture conditions

(for example the medium composition) could be detected

immediately based on the OUR, CER courses. If the curve

progressions offer a disagreement within different culti-

vations resulting in disparate OUR and CER profiles pro-

cess modifications cannot only be assumed but are also

most likely.

In addition, the sudden decrease behind a plateau phase

of the OUR values during the DG44 cultivations indicated

the limitation of glucose but did not reflect an exact rela-

tionship between the OUR profile and the viable cell

density.

Last but not least a membrane-aerated fed-batch process

with pH and DO control was established.

There the addition of feed solution was based on the

consumption of glucose and the formation of lactate which

means feeding was only valid when an oxidative glucose

metabolism was observed and, therefore, NaOH supply

was not required [14]. As depicted in Fig. 8, the addition of

feed was not necessary during the first phase (till process

hour 140) of the cultivation. Subsequently the feeding was

started. Glucose was no longer traceable in the supernatant

of the cell expansion, so glucose was directly metabolized.

Thus, lactate formation was reduced but could not be

prevented. Simultaneously the viable cell density remained

constant. For this reason more feeding was allowed

resulting in an increasing glucose value and an increasing

cell density. Lactate formation was nearly stopped.

Up to process hour 140, the curve progressions (OUR,

CER and RQ) were comparable to the previous cultivation

in ProCHO4 medium due to similar cultivation conditions.

With addition of feed solution changes in substrate con-

sumption and by-product/biomass formation occurred but

were not reflected in the RQ signal. On account of this, the

RQ is not an appropriate parameter for the automated

feedback control of a fed-batch process.

Based on the more complex cultivation conditions the

dispersion of the CER values was, however, higher than in

the other cultivations.

• High CO2 level for pH maintenance at the beginning

• Altering culture volume

• Altering chemical conditions through feed addition

• Low viable cell density at the beginning and at the end

of the cultivation

However, the obtained OUR, CER and CTR signals

were very satisfying. The cultivation processes displayed

measurable CER signals from a viable cell concentration of

*2 9 105 cells ml-1. Therefore our system challenged

low densities well, which was important at the beginning of

Fig. 7 DG44 batch cultivation in ProCHO4 without constant pH and

DO. The cells were cultivated in ProCHO4 medium and the pH and

DO were not controlled. a Curve progression for OUR, CER, CTR,

TQ and RQ during the membrane-aerated process. b Curve progres-

sion for metabolites during the membrane-aerated process
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a cultivation process. The higher the cell density (greater

differences in the O2 and CO2 concentrations), the better

was the measured signal (OUR, CER, CTR, TQ and RQ)

which means high cell densities do not pose problems. The

CER peaks observed in most of the experiments were

sampling artifacts for off-line analysis because the mea-

suring system was sensitive enough to detect even minor

changes in the cell culture volume.

Conclusions

Representative experiments with two different cell lines

confirmed that our developed analytical system, which

combines exhaust gas analysis, inline analysis and a

corresponding algorithm, was able to determine OUR,

CER, CTR, TQ and RQ values automatically and in real

time, even in the presence of bicarbonate. The different

cultivation set-ups yielded different CER, OUR and CTR

curves but the RQ profiles were remarkably similar with

shifts away from unity caused by changes to steady-state

conditions as suggested by Goudar [13] and Sieblist [25].

Accordingly, the RQ signal is unsuitable for feedback

control of a fed-batch process.

Unlike gas chromatography, mass spectrometry and typ-

ical off-gas analyzers, our system can estimate the CER

without necessarily a transfer of an external pH signal

(internal pH measurement enclosed) because it directly

measures all necessary parameters. The operating costs of

the novel system are lower than those of a gas chromatograph

or mass spectrometer, with comparable accuracy, whereby

the lower limit of the CER signal is defined through the

minimum cell density if the CER signal is greater than the

amplitude of noise (8 9 10-5 mol l-1 h-1) at a viable cell

density of *2.0 9 105 cells ml-1. The lower limits of the

OUR and CTR are defined by the lower ranges and detection

thresholds of the sensors, i.e., the more cells accumulate in

the bioreactor to increase the differences between measuring

points, the more accurate are the estimated OUR, CER,

CTR, TQ and RQ signals. The upper limit of the system is,

therefore, only defined through the upper ranges of the O2

and CO2 sensors. In addition, a high-quality and accurately

calibrated pH electrode is essential because inaccurate pH

values have a significant impact on the estimation of the CER

(increasing noise).

The recorded data are useful to draw conclusions with

respect to the batch-to-batch reproducibility of mamma-

lian cell cultivation processes in real time, which is a key

requirement under the PAT initiative. Equal curve pro-

gressions mean comparable cultivation conditions resul-

ted in comparable outcomes. In contrast deviating charts

indicate differences in the cultivation process, whereupon

a root cause analysis is necessary. Because the culture

conditions are monitored constantly, all process modes

can be used (manuscript including perfusion is in prep-

aration) whether or not the pH and DO are controlled.

The new system was shown to be precise, reliable (low

maintenance) and low-wear (only one broken magnetic

valve during the development and experimental period)

even in the challenging environment of a membrane-

aerated cultivation process. Therefore, the system could

become an important component to investigate the

reproducibility of biopharmaceutical manufacturing pro-

cesses to ensure that the process meets GMP guidelines.
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Fig. 8 DG44 cultivation in modified ProCHO4 medium with pH and

DO control. The cells were cultivated in modified ProCHO4 medium

and fed with PowerFeed A solution. The pH was maintained at 7.2

and the DO at 35 % air saturation. a Curve progression for OUR,

CER, CTR, TQ and RQ during the membrane-aerated process.

b Curve progression for viable cell density during the membrane-

aerated process
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